ABSTRACT: A semiconductor nanocrystal film is a unique class of nanocomposite, whose collective properties are determined by those of its constituents. Colloidal synthetic methods offer precise size control and finely tuned optical properties via quantum confinement, while recent improvements in charge transport through films have led to a variety of optoelectronic applications. However, understanding the role of defects and impurities in doping, crucial for optimizing device performance, has remained more elusive. In this perspective, we review recent progress in understanding and controlling the doping of semiconductor nanocrystal thin films, with a special focus on its relevance to photovoltaic applications. We highlight an array of postsynthetic techniques based on stoichiometric control, metal impurity incorporation, and electrochemical charging. We conclude with a review of the state of the art for nanocrystal photovoltaics, and propose the use of controlled doping and charge balance as a pathway to higher device efficiencies.
■ INTRODUCTION
Colloidal nanocrystal photovoltaics are a young, but quickly developing technology. While the world record power conversion efficiency currently sits at a modest 7%, 1 it is increasing at a rate that is among the highest of all photovoltaic (PV) technologies (+1%/year). 2 Many of the innovations underpinning these improvements exploit the ability to tune the effective properties of nanocrystal thin films through chemical modification of their nanoscale constituents. Optimized photovoltaics require precise control over the optical properties, transport properties, and chemical potential of the semiconductor active layer, 3 and despite the disorder and heterogeneity present within nanocrystal films, the effective medium properties can be approximated as uniform when the length scale of interest is much larger than that of the nanoscale variations. 4 The optical properties of a nanocrystal film, including permittivity, absorption coefficient and bandgap, are dramatically altered with nanocrystal size and capping ligand. 5−8 Quantitative understanding of the size dependent optical properties of individual nanocrystals has emerged from the ability to synthesize samples of high monodispersity in solution. 9 Through solution deposition techniques, this fine level of synthetic control can be leveraged to fabricate thin films with similar control over their optical properties. For example, films composed of nanocrystals of a single material, lead selenide (PbSe), can exhibit bandgaps from a bulk-like 0.3 eV to a highly confined 2.2 eV, as the crystal diameter is reduced down to 1 nm. 6 Since the wavelength of light is much larger than variations in the film, the far-field optical properties of the nanocomposite are given by effective medium theory. 10, 11 For optoelectronic applications, thin films must also efficiently transport charge. A film of colloidally synthesized nanocrystals is inherently a granular material comprised of void space, capping ligands, and the nanocrystals themselves. Conduction is inhibited by the long insulating organic ligands used for colloidal stability during synthesis, frequently trioctylphosphine or oleate. 12, 13 Layer-by-layer ligand exchange techniques can be used to replace these native ligands with shorter ones, such as ethanedithiol (EDT), 14 thiocyanate (SCN), 15 hydrazine (N 2 H 4 ), 16 mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), 17 and even atomic capping species such as chalcogenides 18 or halides. 19 These exchanges reduce interparticle spacing and promote transport, increasing mobilities by several of magnitude at the expense of induced structural disorder throughout the nanocrystal superlattice because of volume contraction.
14 However, these glassy superlattices still exhibit uniform transport characteristics, such as conductivity and mobility, if they are sufficiently above the percolation threshold such that inhomogeneities in interparticle transfer rates are negated by dominant percolation paths. 20 Special Issue: Celebrating Twenty-Five Years of Chemistry of Materials While control over the optical and transport properties of nanocrystal films has enabled an array of applications, including light-emitting diodes (LEDs), 21 photodetectors, 22 and photovoltaics, 23 optimization of these devices requires precise control over the doping and chemical potential of films. In this article, we highlight new insights into the electronic and chemical origin of doping within nanocrystal films, and examine an array of postsynthetic techniques, including stoichiometric control, ion impurity incorporation, and electrochemical charging, that have been concurrently developed to modulate the Fermi levels of native films. The focus of this article is on the relationship of doping treatments to the effective medium electronic properties, specifically within the context of photovoltaic applications. The history of nanocrystal doping is rich, and we refer interested readers to comprehensive reviews on doping treatments for individual nanocrystals, including incorporating magnetic defects, 24, 25 plasmonic defects, 26 and optically active isovalent impurities. 27, 28 ■ FUNDAMENTALS OF DOPING: EQUILIBRIUM AND
CHARGE BALANCE
The electronic states of a semiconductor can be characterized as either being donor or acceptor in nature. Donor states are electrostatically neutral when occupied by an electron and positively charged when empty [D(+/0)], while conversely, acceptor states are neutral when empty and negatively charged when occupied [A(0/−)]. Carrier concentrations and majority carrier type emerge from the requirement to balance all of the ionized donor and acceptor states within the system,
where p and N D + are the concentrations of hole charge carriers and donor defects respectively, and n and N A − are the concentrations of conduction band electrons and acceptor defects.
At thermal equilibrium, a given donor/acceptor has an ionization probability determined by the Fermi−Dirac distribution. Themal excitation of valence electrons over the energy barrier of the bandgap results in an intrinsic carrier concentration
where N C and N V are the effective density of states of the conduction band and valence band, respectively, E G is the bandgap, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. 29 The intrinsic carrier concentration specifies the balance, without external excitation, between electrons and holes via the law of mass action (np = n i 2 ). This relationship also holds for nondegenerate extrinsically doped semiconductors, as any donor/acceptor states must also be in thermal equilibrium. Defect states can shift the balance of electrons and holes, but never change the pn-product in the nondegenerate regime.
From the perspective of charge balance, it is straightforward to see how crystalline defects can give rise to ionized dopant states. For example, in a commonly studied nanocrystal such as CdSe, a cationic (Cd 2+ ) vacancy results in a net negative charge (V Cd 2− ) that is compensated by the creation of two free holes (2p + ). Nonstoichiometry, undercoordinated surface sites, ligands, and ionic impurities, can all shift the charge balance and cause doping within a nanocrystal film, whether it is intentional or unintentional. We will first examine sources of unintentional doping, and then move to discuss postsynthetic techniques to intentionally shift the charge balance of native films.
■ CHEMICAL ORIGIN OF DOPING IN NANOCRYSTAL FILMS
During a typical hot-injection synthesis, colloidal nanocrystals nucleate out of a bath of molecular precursors, monomers, and stabilizing ligands. Becase of the small crystal size, crystallographic defects suffer a higher energetic penalty and can also easily diffuse to the surface of the crystal to be removed. 30 Freshly synthesized nanocrystals typically have few bulk impurities if properly passivated, resulting in high photoluminescence (PL) yields that make them promising candidates for LEDs and biomarkers. 31, 21 Despite their relatively pure interiors, nanocrystals have extremely high surface area to volume ratios, exposing a myriad of surface defects that can produce midgap defect states. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy studies show that the strong affinity between cations and nucleophilic ligands during synthesis leads to nanocrystals with nonstoichiometric cores that are charge balanced by a ligand shell. 32−35 Despite being nonstoichiometric, natively synthesized nanocrystals are not heavily doped because the excess charge of the surface cations is compensated by their binding ligands. Synthetically modifying the stoichiometry of nanocrystals is often difficult, as changing precursor concentrations can result in different sized particles instead of stoichiometric variations.
However, when native ligands are removed as part of a ligand exchange, a variety of midgap states can form and cause doping or carrier trapping depending on their depth and donor/ acceptor type. A typical reaction for optoelectronic applications is the exchange of native oleate ligands with ethanedithiolate (EDT) ligands on lead chalcogenide (PbX, X = S, Se, Te) nanocrystals. 14, 36 As seen in Figure 1 , deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements show such treatments on PbSe nanocrystals produce a medium density (10 17 cm −3 ≈ 1/ 100 NP) of acceptor states 0.4 eV below the conduction band edge. 37 From a stoichiometric perspective, ICP measurements show that EDT treatments shift films from being cation-rich to anionrich. 44, 45 This is in agreement with density functional theory (DFT) calculations on similar nonstoichiometric PbX nanocrystals that suggest such stoichiometry shifts lead to the generation of hole carriers to balance charge. 46, 47 Excess unpassivated surface chalcogenides have also been implicated in the creation of midgap states from observations of PL quenching and recovery when switching between anion and cation capped particles. 48, 49 Further, PbSe nanocrystals treated with molecular chlorine dramatically increase their PL yield because of etching of surface selenium. 50 FETs of S 2− -capped PbSe nanocrystals also exhibit highly p-doped behavior until passivated with atomic layer deposition infilling of alumina. 18 In addition to exposing unpassivated surface sites, the choice of ligand also crucially determines the protection of surfaces from oxidation. Exposing EDT coated PbSe nanocrystal films to air, even briefly, creates strongly p-type and heavily conducting films due to the formation of surface oxides and superoxides.
14 In contrast, short-chain carboxylate cappings were found to be more robust. 51 Interestingly, exposure of EDT treated films to small amounts of oxygen (<0.9 Torr), lead to doping effects that are reversible upon pulling vacuum, indicating different regimes of oxidation. 52 In their attempts to tune the temporal response of PbS nanocrystal photodetectors, Konstantatos et al. elucidated the origin of these regimes by varying the capping ligand employed. 53 They found by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that treating with ethanethiol removes surface lead sulfate (PbSO 4 ) that contributes to deep and long-lived surface traps, leaving only shallower and faster responding lead sulfite (PbSO 3 ) states. However, PbSO 4 returns after further exposure to air. Further studies demonstrate that PbSO 4 is responsible for oxidative doping and that its removal increases the performance of photovoltaic devices through decreasing recombination centers. 40, 54 To this end, air stability of PbS nanocrystal films was finally achieved with the discovery that smaller particles (∼3 nm diameter) exhibit only PbSO 3 as an oxidation product. Larger particles, which are more faceted and have less protected ⟨111⟩ surfaces that quickly oxidize to PbSO 4 , leaving films too heavily doped to be useful in photovoltaic applications. 43 Ligands can also play an active role in doping nanocrystal films, either through modulating defect depths and densities, or through acting as charge donors themselves. This field of study was galvanized by the discovery that PbSe nanocrystal films modulate from p-type to n-type when treated with the reducing agent/ligand hydrazine. 16 The effect quickly reverses as hydrazine desorbs from the film, but is also repeatable upon further exposure. 55 Despite the reducing nature of hydrazine (E°= −0.41 V vs ferrocene (Fc)), 56 DFT calculations indicate that no charge transfer doping should take place with PbSe. 57 Instead, ICP measurements find hydrazine to preserve the cation-rich shell of natively synthesized particles, effectively passivating other surface sites to let the film's n-type character prevail. 44, 45 Such thorough passivation played an important part in increasing the multiple exciton generation (MEG) efficiency of PbSe nanocrystal films, and eventually realizing measurable MEG photocurrent generation in a photovoltaic device. 58, 59 Direct donation of charge from ligands has also been observed for silicon nanoparticles capped with cholorine. 60 Interestingly, carrier concentrations in nanocrystal films are typically found to be much lower than expected if surface states and nonstoichiometry are the cause of doping. The effective doping concentration of a nanocrystal thin film arises from both the number of dopants per particle, and the number of particles per unit volume. Assuming a space filling fraction (ff) of 50% for randomly close packed spheres, the density of nanoparticles is,
where V np and r np are the volume and radius of a spherical nanoparticle, including ligand, respectively. For a single dopant per a crystal, this would give effective doping densities in the range of 10 20 −10 18 cm −3 for nanocrystals with radii ranging from 1 to 5 nm. When considering the high density of surface sites per a nanocrystal, it seems unlikely that only ∼1/100−1/ 1000 nanocrystals would contain a dopant, as would be expected from common film carrier concentrations. Perhaps a more probable scenario is one in which there exist a large concentration of defects, both dopants and traps, with a large portion of the generated carriers residing in traps. This is analogous to Fermi level pinning at semiconductor junctions, in which a large concentration of traps inhibits the movement of the Fermi level upon charge injection. 61−63 An additional intriguing possibility exists in which nanocrystals may be self-compensating, dynamically creating traps in response to doping and charge injection. Self-doping and compensation are common in bulk films of metal oxides and chalcogenides, for example making it difficult to dope ZnO ptype. 64−66 As seen in Figure 2 , DFT simulations of a PbS nanocrystal illustrate how altering the stoichiometry of the particle, while doping, also creates traps that localize the new free carriers. 67 Such phenomena are also predicted and observed in bulk semiconductors, and result in pinning of the Fermi level. 65 Experimentally, EDT treated PbS nanocrystal FETs demonstrate extremely long transient decays of conductivity after charge injection. 68 The long time scales of trapping are uncharacteristic of electronic processes, and a mechanism by which injected charges induce traps via chemical transformations has been proposed, which is similar to observations in amorphous silicon transistors. 69 Further, temperature dependent PL measurements on the same system revealed a phase transition from band emission to trap emission at a critical order−disorder transition temperature that scales with the bulk ligand melting temperature. This could support that traps are dynamically created from the movement of the surface metal−ligand complexes, or possibly be explained through temperature-activated transport to rare deep traps. 70−72 This theory is supported by DFT calculations of surface ligand diffusion that have been invoked to explain fluorescence intermittency and long-lived trap states in nanocrystals. 73 Given the complexity of defects in nanocrystal films, it is crucial to have simple and powerful methods to intentionally modulate the Fermi level. We will now discuss recent postsynthetic approaches to this goal, including controlling the stoichiometric balance within the film, intentionally incorporating ionic impurities, and directly modulating the Fermi level with electrochemical charging.
■ STOICHIOMETRIC CONTROL
Since nonstoichiometry and charge balance are often the origin of native doping in nanocrystal films, using postsynthetic techniques to control the stoichiometry of a film is a logical tactic to control its doping. A simple, and surprisingly effective approach to this problem was discovered by Oh et al., wherein a thin layer (<4 Å) of excess cation or anion evaporated onto a nanocrystal film can shift its stoichiometry and correspondingly shifts its Fermi level. 74, 44 Films of PbSe nanocrystals can be modulated between being increasingly n-type or p-type with the addition of Pb and Se, respectively, increasing from their initial concentrations of ∼10 16 −10 17 cm −3 holes up to ∼10 18 cm −3 of either carrier. The putative mechanism of this technique is that evaporated atoms bind to exposed surface sites to shift the stoichiometry of individual nanocrystals. Given the porosity of the randomly close packed film, evaporated atoms can diffuse up to ∼60−80 nm, opening up possibilities for graded doping by multiple treatments.
Another approach to varying charge balance was demonstrated by the Sargent group, in which they found halide capping ligands can create stable n-type PbS nanocrystal films. 75 Contrary to what one would expect from standard reduction potentials, the level of doping increases with decreasing period (Cl > Br > I), indicating a substitutional mechanism where sulfides can more easily be substituted by similarly sized chlorides than larger iodides. Conversely, when soaked in iodide longer than bromide, larger doping and incorporation were found for iodide. 76 These effects only manifest for films treated with in air-free gloveboxes with sufficiently pure solvents such as to not form compensating oxides. Out of these observations emerges the more general insight that the overall doping effect of a given treatment can be understood by considering the average charge balance of all the atomic and molecular constituents of a film. 77 Indeed, charge accounting via Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and XPS shows a strong correlation to extracted carrier concentrations from FET measurements on films with a variety of treatments, spanning the range from 10 18 cm −3 p-type to 10 18 cm −3 n-type. This framework has been successfully utilized for the creation of p-n junction nanocrystal solar cells, 78 including heavily doped p-regions, 79 and n-regions with graded doping.
■ ION IMPURITY DOPING
The standard industrial technique for doping semiconductors is the incorporation of ionic impurities, either through diffusion or implantation. It is thus perhaps unsurprising that this was the focus of many early doping efforts. Despite the challenges of self-purification, several successful methods have been developed to incorporate metallic and magnetic impurities, during synthesis. 80−82 As previously mentioned, many of these techniques are outside the scope of this article, which focuses on postsynthetic treatments and optoelectronic applications, and we refer readers to other comprehensive review articles. 24−27 One approach to overcome the purification of impurities experienced at the high temperatures of synthesis is to employ postsynthetic cation exchange. As a low-temperature process that is driven by the free energy difference between the reactant and product phases, cation exchange is a versatile technique that allows the incorporation of a wide range of metal impurities. 83 While an age-old technique for thin films, it is also particularly effective as a size-preserving chemical transformation of nanomaterials, allowing impurities to quickly diffuse throughout the entire particle.
Chemistry of Materials
Typical cation exchange reactions involve immersing nanocrystals in a bath of reactants, ensuring complete transformation to the product phase. However, restricting the quantity of reactants can enact partial cation exchange, preserving the initial phase and affording a fine degree of control over the incorporated impurity density. Mocatta et al. demonstrated that exposing indium arsenide (InAs) nanocrystals to a dilute solution of Cu + , Ag + , or Au 3+ ions results in the proportional incorporation of metal impurities, as measured by ICP. 84 Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements show ntype and p-type shifts of the Fermi level, corresponding to interstitial incorporation of Cu + and In 3+ substitution with Ag + , respectively. The interstitial location of Cu + impurities was later verified by X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy measurements and DFT calculations. 85 In contrast, Au 3+ acts as an isovalent substitution for In 3+ , perturbing the bandedge structure, but not appreciably doping the particles. While isovalent doping does not effect equilibrium carrier concentrations, the midgap states that it induces can sometimes be utilized as a charge transfer rely or optically active site, as in the case of Mn 2+ in CdS. 27, 86 Partial cation exchange has also been extended to films of nanocrystals, including CdSe 87 and PbSe, 88 with an emphasis on Ag + incorporation. The use of Ag + as a ptype dopant has even enabled optimization of PbS nanocrystal p-n junction solar cells, through creating a heavily doped pregion. 79 Alternatively, metal impurities can be integrated into the ligands themselves, as opposed to the semiconductor lattice. By interconnecting S 2− capped CdSe nanocrystals with different metallic counterions, Nag et al. found that a wide variety of film properties can be modulated, including mobility, luminescence, carrier type, and catalytic properties. 89 In particular, nanocrystal films can be made increasingly p-type by reducing the charge of the connecting metal ion (In 3+ , Cd 2+ , K + ). This behavior is well understood in the framework of charge balance, with the metal ion acting as a substitution for a Cd 2+ that would normally form a charge neutral matrix.
Beyond nanoscale techniques, traditional semiconductor doping strategies such as bulk diffusion are also possible. Annealing CdSe nanocrystal FETs with indium contacts causes thermal diffusion of indium atoms into the nanocrystal film, resulting in n-type doping, trap passivation, and very large (∼27 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) carrier mobilities. 90 In contrast to PbX particles, CdSe nanocrystal films are resistant to sintering up to 250°C for 10 min, maintaining some quantum confinement in their absorption spectra, which allows for the use of temperatureassisted diffusion methods. From the vacuum deposition of the contacts, only the first 20−30 nm underneath the contacts are doped with indium, but after annealing, indium diffuses throughout the entire film.
■ ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS
While the aforementioned techniques modulate the Fermi level of a film through the incorporation of charged defects, electrochemical approaches enable more precision through the inverse approach, whereby an imposed electrochemical potential mandates the degree of injected charge. 91 The injected free carriers, whether they are from an electrode or chemical redox agent, are accompanied by the intercalation of stable counterions (typically PF 6 − or BF 4 − ) that can maintain the doping even after the applied potential is removed.
The Guyot−Sionnest group has extensively studied the effects of electrochemical charging on the optical and electrical properties of nanocrystal films. 92, 93 For CdSe, 94 PbSe, 95 and HgTe, 96 they find that electrochemical cells can introduce sufficient charge to bleach the first exciton absorption due to complete 1S e shell filling, create new intraband absorption peaks from free carriers, and create maxima-minima of the mobility corresponding to half and full shell filling respectively. Despite the wide range of control, the electrochemical doping becomes unstable because of parasitic reactions, possibly from traps, ligands, or dissolution of the nanocrystals themselves. As a result, all experiments must be done at low temperature to see the band edge effects. Additionally, electrochemical cells require injecting charge from an electrode, which limits their usefulness for different device architectures.
Chemistry of Materials
A more versatile approach would combine the precision of electrochemistry with the flexible processing of solution-based treatments. Chemical redox agents, solubilized molecular species with known reduction potentials, such as sodium biphenyl (NaPh 2 ) and cobaltocene (CoCp 2 ), have been shown to efficiently inject charge into nanocrystal films. 97, 98 In the case of CoCp 2 , PbX nanocrystal films retain high levels of injected charge for long periods of time, providing they are sufficiently passivated. However, these approaches result in high doping densities as the reactions are only stoichiometrically or kinetically restrained.
To retain the precision of electrochemical techniques, and enable equilibrium doping under thermodynamic control, both members of a redox couple must be present. In sufficient mass excess of the film, a redox couple forms a buffer, enforcing a single given electrochemical potential to the film. The potential is given by the Nernst equation
where E F is the electrochemical potential of the solution, q is the elemental charge, E°is the standard reduction potential, and [Ox]/[Red] is the ratio of the concentrations of oxidized and reduced forms of the redox couple. The buffer potential is modulated either by choosing a couple with a different standard reduction potential, or by varying the couple ratio. For equilibrium doping, only sufficient charge is injected into the film until the electrochemical potential difference with the buffer has been equalized. Engel et al. have demonstrated that the application of redox buffers to nanocrystal films can produce stable, precise, and reversible doping. 99 As seen in Figure 3 , when treating PbSe nanocrystal films with buffers of different ratios of decamethylferrocene/decamethyferrocenium ([Fc*]/[Fc* + ]), the resulting doping is a monotonic function of the solution electrochemical potential, regardless of the order in which the buffers are applied. Moreover, the charging is stable upon removal from the buffer solution, as the doping occurs under equilibrium with parasitic states as well as bandedge states until the steady state value is reached. However, the degree of doping is limited by the trap states that screen the electrochemical potential difference in an analogous manner to the pinning of a Fermi level at a semiconductor metal junction.
61−63
■ CHARGE BALANCE AS A PATH TO HIGHER EFFICIENCY NANOCRYSTAL PHOTOVOLTAICS The photovoltaic effect fundamentally arises from a built-in electrochemical potential gradient, typically from an asymmetrical junction between two materials. Photogenerated carriers are separated and directed across the junction by the built-in potential gradient (V bi ), where they add to reservoirs of excess carriers. Under open-circuit conditions, these reservoirs shift the quasi-Fermi levels at the contacts, creating a photovoltage (V oc ). Since the photopotential opposes V bi and reduces the ability to separate charge, V bi ultimately limits V oc . 100 Silicon is an indirect bandgap semiconductor that requires thick films (300−500 μm) to maximally absorb the incident solar spectrum. 100 For photovoltaic applications, extremely low defect concentrations and long diffusion lengths are required to enable generated carriers to diffuse to the built-in junction before recombination. Nanocrystal solar cells require very different architectures, as they are typically composed of strongly absorbing materials with short carrier diffusion lengths (L diff ) because of their low mobilities and abundance of defects. 5, 101 These thin film devices rely on the built-in electric field of the junction to assist in the extraction of photogenerated charge.
As seen in Figure 4 , an illustration of a pn-junction nanocrystal solar cell with typical state of the art characteristics, the collection efficiency drops dramatically outside of the region of built-in field, known as the space charge region. Since mobile carriers are forced out of this region by the built-in field, the field is primarily screened by the remaining immobile space charge. The width of this space charge region (W scr ) is thus strongly determined by the density of space charge (N scr ) Figure 4 . Schematic of an inverted structure quantum dot pn-junction solar cell with typical characteristics for state of the art PbS nanocrystal films. A p + n junction is made between a heavily doped quantum dot pregion (10 19 cm −3 ) and a quantum dot n-region with moderate space charge density (10 16 cm
). 79 The built-in potential (V bi ) created from the Fermi level difference between the two materials creates an electric field that bends the bands downward and is screened over the depletion width (W scr ). The photogenerated carrier collection probability (blue line, bottom graph), in near unity over this region since the carrier movement is assisted by drift, and drops off outside exponentially with the diffusion length (L diff = 70 nm). 101 The photogeneration profile (green line, bottom graph) decays exponentially with the extinction length of 400 nm, typically for 1 μm wavelength light in a PbSe nanocrystal film. 5 The actual current collected under short-circuit (green fill, bottom graph), is the multiplication of the generation profile and collection probability, and drops significantly outside of the space charge region.
where ε is the dielectric constant, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, and q is the fundamental charge. The "extraction length", W scr + L diff , thus forms the effective maximum thickness from which photogenerated carriers can efficiently be extracted. In the current state of the art, the majority of the extraction length is due to W scr (∼300 nm), however, with improved trap passivation and mobilities L diff (∼80 nm) can also play an important part in extracting charge.
1 Note in Figure 5b , the strong correlation between extracted current density at shortcircuit (J sc ) and W scr , which comprises most of the extraction length. Problematically, most nanocrystal solar cells have extraction lengths that are much shorter than the "extinction length", λ ext , which is required to absorb most of the incoming light. In PbX nanocrystals, λ ext can be ≥1 μm at wavelengths of the excitonic absorption, while the best extraction lengths currently can only reach ∼300−400 nm. 1, 5 Similar effects have also been observed for organic heterojunction photovoltaics. 102 Much of the innovation that has been responsible for nanocrystal photovoltaics' rapid rise in efficiency has centered around increasing V bi through varying architectures and energetics. 23 This trend is clear from examination of Figure  5a , which plots W scr from literature reports as a function of V bi and N scr , as determined from capacitance−voltage measurements. 1, 36, 40, 43, 78, 103, 104, 107 Since V bi is determined by the initial Fermi level offset at the junction, a good deal of focus has been given to modulating the workfunction of the contacts, 36, 104, 105 increasing the bandgap of the absorber, 6, 36, 43, 106 and devising new device architectures. 78,107−109 For example, heavily doping the counter electrode of a heterojunction (ZnO or TiO 2 ) can increase the cell voltage and reduce interfacial recombination. 110, 111 Figure 5b demonstrates that these efforts have also resulted in increases of cell current, as eq 5 shows that W scr is also dependent upon V bi . Techniques for controlled doping of nanocrystal films have also played a role in these advances, with strongly doped regions near the contacts creating larger Fermi level shifts. 76, 79, 112 Examination of Figure 5 reveals that large gains in W scr and thus J sc are possible via reductions in N scr . This is equivalent to making the film more intrinsic, as in a PIN or graded doping type architecture. Such designs are essential to maintain V bi and thus V oc as the Fermi level in the absorber layer is moved toward the midgap. This brings the additional engineering challenge of designing methods that can be employed a layerby-layer fashion, or alternatively solution based doping techniques robust enough to be maintained after ligand exchange. One approach to this end is to devise better methods of passivation, and indeed, some of the best performing devices to date rely on novel passivation strategies. 1, 17, 113 Unexplored territory exists, however, in the possibility of compensating native space charge with comparable amounts of immobile charge of opposite polarity. Even a modest result, reducing the charge density by a factor of 10 has, the potential to create cells with W scr greater than the 1 μm needed to absorb most of the incident solar spectrum. In particular, we note that while precisely doping a film to compensate its native charge may be difficult for kinetically or stoichiometrically limited methods, electrochemical techniques such as redox buffers may be uniquely suited to the challenge, as the appropriate amount of charge is automatically injected as required to produce a desired change in the Fermi level.
■ SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, a large variety of techniques are now accessible to perturb and control carrier concentrations in nanocrystal films. The preservation of nanocrystal size and film morphology during these treatments ensures that the optical and transport properties are largely maintained. Doping of the effective medium originates from nonstoichiometry, ligands and unpassivated surface sites, which shift the balance of space charge within the film and generate free carriers. Simultaneously, many of the free carriers are likely localized to traps of similar chemical origin, possibly due to self-compensation, and the Fermi level is often pinned. Despite this, a broad range of electrochemical potential shifts can be induced in native films through methods based on stoichiometric control, metal ion incorporation, and electrochemical charging. These advances have led to improvements in nanocrystal photovoltaic performance, enabling architectures such as pn-junction, heavily doped heterojunctions, and graded junctions. These advances have led to increased cell voltages and incremental improvements in the width of the space charge region. We have highlighted the potential for charge balance in the absorber layer, whether through native passivation or postsynthetic compensation, to extend the extraction length. Further improvements in doping and processing have the potential to realize such PIN architectures and enable thicker and more efficient nanocrystal photovoltaics.
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